Top-down and bottom-up theorem proving approaches have each specific advantages and disadvantages. Bottom-up provers profit from strong redundancy control and suffer from the lack of goal-orientation, whereas top-down provers are goal-oriented but have weak calculi when their proof lengths are considered. In order to integrate both approaches our method is to achieve cooperation between a top-down and a bottom-up prover: the top-down prover generates subgoal clauses, then they are processed by a bottom-up prover. We discuss theoretic aspects of this methodology and we introduce techniques for a relevancy-based filtering of generated subgoal clauses. Experiments with a model elimination and a superposition prover reveal the high potential of our approach.
Introduction
Automated deduction is--at its lowest level--a search problem that spans huge search spaces. In the past, many different calculi have hence been developed in order to cope with problems from the area of automated theorem proving. Essentially, for first-order theorem proving two main different paradigms for calculi are in use: Top-down calculi like model elimination (ME, see [Lov68] ) attempt to recursively break down and transform a goal into subgoals that can finally be proven immediately with the axioms or with assumptions made during the proof. Bottom-up calculi like superposition (see [BG94] ) go the other way by producing consequences from the initial clauses until the empty clause is derived.
When comparing results of various provers it is obvious that provers based on different paradigms often have quite a different behavior. There are problems where bottom-up theorem provers perform considerably well, but top-down provers perform poorly, and vice versa. The main reason for this is that many bottom-up provers suffer from the lack of goal-orientation of their search, but profit from their strong redundancy control mechanisms. In contrast, top-down provers profit from their goal-orientation and suffer from insufficient redundancy control thus entailing long proofs for many problems. Therefore, a topic that has come into focus of research is the integration of both approaches. In particular, cooperation between theorem provers based on top-down and bottom-up principles (see, e.g., [Sut92, Sch94, Fuc98b]) appears to be a promising way because by exchanging information each approach can profit from the other. Note that it is also possible to modify calculi or provers which work according to one paradigm so as to introduce aspects of the other paradigm into it. This, however, requires a lot of implementational effort to modify the provers, whereas our approach does not require changes of the provers but only changes of their input (see section 3). As a consequence, we can employ arbitrary state-of-the-art provers.
Information well-suited for top-down provers are lemmas deduced by bottomup provers. These lemmas are added to the input of a top-down prover and can help to shorten the proof length by immediately solving subgoals. Since the arising problem to filter relevant lemmas has already been discussed (see, e.g., [AS92], [AL97], [Fuc98b]) we are not going to deal with this aspect here.
Instead, we want to consider top-down/bottom-up integration by transferring information from a top-down prover to a bottom-up prover. By transferring top-down generated subgoal clauses we are able to introduce a goal-oriented component into a bottom-up prover which enables it to solve proof problems considerably faster (see section 5). However, since similar to the use of lemmas an unbounded transfer of subgoal clauses is not sensible, techniques for filtering relevant subgoal clauses must be developed. Note that the method proposed here is a possible solution to the problem of extracting information suitable for cooperation from top-down theorem provers. This problem remained unsolved in [DF98] where a general framework for cooperation of different kinds of theorem provers was introduced.
In order to examine our kind of top-down/bottom-up integration we start by giving a brief overview about superposition and model elimination theorem proving in section 2. After that, in section 3 we introduce subgoal clauses and discuss effects of the integration of ME subgoal clauses into the search state of a superposition-based prover. In section 4, we point out two variants of a relevancy-based filtering of subgoal clauses. An experimental study conducted with the theorem provers SETHEO [MIL+97] and SPASS [WGR96] reveals the potential of our techniques. Finally, a discussion and an outlook at possible future work conclude the paper.
Automated Theorem Proving with Superposition and Model Elimination
The general problem in first-order theorem proving is to show the inconsistency of a given set g of clauses. Clauses are sets of literals. As already discussed, theorem provers utilize either top-down or bottom-up calculi to accomplish this task. In the following, we want to introduce the calculi that we employ for our theoretic and experimental study. Typically, a bottom-up calculus contains several inference rules which can be applied to a set of clauses that constitute the search state. The superposition calculus (e.g., [BG94]) contains the inference rules superposition, equality resolution, and equality factoring. It is to be emphasized that we employ the version
